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Model of Grammar

Optimality Theory (OT) has been developed since the early nineties, by Alan Prince,
Paul Smolensky, John McCarthy and others. At first, the focus was mainly on phonology; but the approach has since been extended to morphology, syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics. The most comprehensive (and best) exposition of the theory is still Prince &
Smolensky (1993; 2004). Early groundbreaking work in syntax includes Grimshaw (1997),
Pesetsky (1998), and Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998). Introductions include Kager
(1999) (with little material on syntax), Müller (2000b) (in German), Legendre (2001), and
McCarthy (2002) (with quite a bit on syntax).
(1) Basic assumptions of Optimality Theory:
a. Universality:
Constraints are universal.
b. Violability:
Constraints are violable.
c. Ranking:
Constraints are ranked.
d. Competition:
The wellformedness of a linguistic expression (e.g., a sentence) LE cannot solely
be determined on the basis of LE’s internal properties. Rather, external factors (more precisely, the competition of LE with other linguistic expressions)
determine whether LE is grammatical or not. LEs are candidates.
Note:
LE stands for a grammatical unit that is subject to an optimization procedure deciding on
its wellformedness. LE is the basic unit of a grammatical domain (phonology, morphology,
syntax, semantics); e.g.: the sentence in syntax (but see below).
(2) Basic assumptions of grammatical theories that do without competition (e.g., Chomsky’s (1981) theory of Government and Binding):
a. Not all constraints are universal (parameters, language-specific filters – but cf.
‘third-factor’ meta-constraints on constraints in recent work in the minimalist
program, as in Chomsky (2007; 2008)).
b. Constraints cannot be violated.
c. Constraints are not ranked (all are equally important – but cf., e.g., Subjacency
vs. ECP violations).
d. The wellformedness of a linguistic expression (e.g., a sentence) LE can fully be
determined on the basis of LE’s internal properties. External factors (i.e., the
properties of other LE’s) are irrelevant.
(3) Optimality:
A candidate Ci is optimal with respect to some constraint ranking <Con1 ≫ Con2
≫ ... ≫ Conn > iff there is no other candidate Cj in the same candidate set that has
a better constraint profile.
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(4) Constraint profile:
Cj has a better constraint profile than Ci if there is a constraint Conk such that (i)
and (ii) hold:
a. Cj satisfies Ck better than Coni .
b. There is no constraint Conl that is ranked higher than Conk , and for which Ci
and Cj differ.
Note:
Cj satisfies a constraint Con better than Ci if Cj violates Con less often than Ci . (This
includes the case where Cj does not violate Con at all, whereas Ci does.)
(5) Candidate set (possible definitions in syntax):
Two candidates are in the same candidate set iff
a. they have the same content words
b. they have the same words (Chomsky’s (1995) numeration)
c. they have the same meaning
d. they have the same content words and the same meaning
e. they have the same words and the same meaning
f.
they have the same content words and a “sufficiently similar” meaning
g. they have the same f-structure (see work in OT-LFG; Sells (2001a), Bresnan
(2001), and papers in Sells (2001b))
h. they have the same D-structure (see work in the GB tradition)
i.
they have the same predicte/argument structures and the same logical forms
j.
they have an identical index (a “target predicate-argument structure, with scopes
indicated for variables; operators mark scope”; Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson
(1998, 258)).
(6) The input/output distinction:
a. Standard OT assumption: Gen creates outputs candidates on the basis of an
input; i.e., inputs also define the candidate set.
b. Outputs differ from their underlying input in various ways (giving rise to faithfulness violations; see below), but inputs are standardly assumed to be of roughly
the same type as outputs (e.g., URs in phonology), and may even be identical.
This seems hardly tenable for syntax. (If outputs are syntactic structures, and
structures are generated by Gen, then where does the input structure come from
if inputs are also syntactic structures?)
c. Consequently, it is completely unclear what the input in syntax should look like;
perhaps there is no input in syntax at all. See Heck et al. (2002), where it is
argued that the two basic motivations for inputs – (a) defining candidate sets and
(b) providing information for faithfulness constraints – are either unavailable (a)
or irrelevant (b) in syntax (because syntax, unlike, phonology, is an informationpreserving system, with, e.g., subcategorization information present on a verb
throughout the derivation).
d. Anyway, from now on: candidates = outputs.
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Structure of an optimality-theoretic syntax component
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optimal output:
well-formed
candidate

output candidates

part (i) of the grammar:
inviolable, unordered
constraints; simple
standard grammar

part (ii) of the grammar:
violable, ranked,
universal constraints;
genuine OT
grammar

Types of constraints:
Standardly, two basic types of H-Eval constraints can be distinguished that often give rise
to conflicts:
• Faithfulness constraints demand that input and output are identical with respect to
some property (no addition of items in the output: Dep; no deletion of items in the
output: Max; no change of items in the output: Ident).
• Markedness constraints impose requirements on outputs that may necessitate a deviation from the input.
Note:
Optimality-theoretic competitions are often illustrated by tables, so-called tableaux.
T1 : The basic principle
A B
☞ O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

C
*
**!

*!
*!
*!
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*

Generalization:
The optimal output is the candidate that has its first star furthest to the right in a tableau.
(7) Cross-linguistic variation:
Assumption (not made in minimalist approaches, but virtually everywhere else): Languages differ with respect to their grammars. Grammatical differences between languages = parametrization. Parametrization in optimality theory: constraint reranking.

c.
d.

If Con1 = Con2 , local conjunction is reflexive.
Notation: B2 = B&B, B3 = B2 &B, etc.

T4 : A consequence of reflexive local conjunction
O1
O2
☞ O3
O4
O5

T2 : Parametrization
A
O1
O2
☞ O3
O4
O5

C B
*!
**!
*

*!
*!

*

2.

C4
*!
*!

A B

C
****
*******

*
*!
*!

*

Evidence for OT Analyses in Syntax

Evidence for OT analyses:
• constraint conflict

Note:
Optimality theory was developed out of so-called “harmonic grammar” approaches → theory of neural networks. (Further reading: Prince & Smolensky (2004, ch. 10), Smolensky
& Legendre (2006, part I). Main innovation: Quality before quantity; no number of violations of a lower-ranked constraint can outweigh a single violation of a higher-ranked
constraint.
T3 : Irrelevance of constraint violation numbers as such
A B
☞ O1
O2
O3
O4
O5

C
****
*****!**

*!
*!
*!

*

Caveat:
OT has introduced a means to undermine the irrelevance of constraint violation quantity as
such: (reflexive) local conjunction (see Smolensky (1996; 2006); and Legendre, Smolensky
& Wilson (1998), Fischer (2001), Aissen (1999; 2002), Keine & Müller (2008; 2009), and
Keine (2009) for some syntactic applications of local conjunction).
(8) Local Conjunction:
a. Local conjunction of two constraints Con1 , Con2 with respect to a local domain
D yields a new constraint Con1 &D Con2 that is violated iff there are two separate
violations of Con1 and Con2 in a single domain D.
b. Universal ranking: Con1 &D Con2 ≫ {Con1 , Con2 }
5

• repair phenomena

• default contexts (‘emergence of the unmarked’)

• cross-linguistic variation by constraint re-ranking
2.1

Constraint Conflict

Profile of the empirical evidence:
The facts show that two general and far-reaching constraints are well motivated, independently of each other. However, in some contexts the two constraints may end up being
in conflict, with the evidence suggesting that one may selectively, and systematically, be
violated in favour of the other. In standard approaches to grammar, this state of affairs
automatically gives rise to an undesirable consequence: One of the two constraints must
be abandoned; or there has to be an explicit exception clause in the definition of one of
the constraints; or the application of one of the two constraints has to be relegated to
some other (typically more abstract) level of representation; etc. In an OT grammar, the
constraint conflict can be systematically resolved by constraint ranking.
(9) Wh-movement in English:
a. I don’t know [ CP which book John bought ]
b. *I don’t know [ CP John bought which book ]
(10) Two plausible constraints:
a. Wh-Criterion (Wh-Crit):
Wh-items are in SpecC[wh] .
b. θ-Assignment (θ-Assign):
Internal arguments of V are c-commanded by V.

6

Consequence for standard models of grammar:
Either θ-Assign does not hold; or the constraint is enriched by an exception clause
(“does not hold for wh-items”); or both constraints hold, but not at the same level of
representation (Wh-Crit may hold for surface representations or S-structure, θ-Assign
may hold for an abstract level of predicate argument structure or D-structure).
Consequence in OT:
Both constraints hold, but they are ranked.

Repair Phenomena

Profile of the empirical evidence:
The facts suggest that some grammatical complex LE exhibits properties that are not
normally permitted in the grammar. It seems that, in the case at hand, these properties
are permitted as a last resort (given that all alternatives are even worse, in a sense to be
made precise).
(13) Resumptive pronouns in English
a. (the man) who(m) I saw t
b. *(the man) who(m) I don’t believe the claim that anyone saw t
c. *(the man) who(m) I saw him
d. ?(the man) who(m) I don’t believe the claim that anyone saw him

(11) Ranking:
Wh-Crit ≫ θ-Assign
T5 : Simple wh-question formation in English
Input: John, bought, which, book, v, T, C[+wh]
☞ O1 : ... which book John bought
O2 : ... John bought which book

2.2

Wh-Crit θ-Assign
*
*!

Note:
The displacement of the wh-item can be analyzed in terms of a syntactic movement transformation that moves the wh-item from its base position into the target SpecC position.
Movement may be assumed leave a trace (t) or a copy. The role of θ-Assign can then be
taken over by the general constraint Economy (Grimshaw (1997), Legendre, Smolensky
& Wilson (1998), Ackema & Neeleman (1998), etc.).
(12) Economy:
Traces (copies) are prohibited.

Observation:
The insertion of resumptive pronouns may (often) be viewed as a repair phenomenon, i.e.,
a last resort, if a well-formed sentence cannot otherwise be generated (Shlonsky (1992),
Hornstein (2001)). The insertion of a resumptive pronoun (which, by assumption, is not
part of the input) violates a faithfulness constraint, but is required by a higher-ranked
markedness constraint. (See Pesetsky (1998), Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998), and
Salzmann (2006) for OT analyses of resumptive pronouns.)
(14) a.
b.
c.

Note:
Arguably, (12) can (and should) be derived from more general constraints and their interaction (see Grimshaw (2001; 2006); Steddy & Samek-Lodovici (2009) for an application
of the underlying logic to universal constraints on DP-internal order of D, Num, A and N).
Observation:
(i) All syntactic constituents violate alignment constraints (given dichotomies like
Head-Left/Head-Right, Comp-Left/Comp-Right). More structure implies more
violations of alignment constraints. Movement is structure-building (Grimshaw (2001)).
(ii) All chains are trivial (single-membered) in the input. Movement gives rise to non-trivial
(multi-membered) chains. This implies a violation of faithfulness (Ident/Uniqueness;
see Grimshaw (2006)).
To sum up:
In conclusion, whether UG constraints conflict or not is an empirical issue. If they do,
and they do appear to do so, a formally precise theory of their interaction becomes
necessary for a proper understanding of grammar because simultaneous satisfaction of
all constraints ceases to be a viable definition of grammaticality.
Samek-Lodovici (2006, 94)
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Rel-Criterion (Rel-Crit):
Relative pronouns are in SpecC of a relative clause.
Complex NP Condition, CNPC):
A moved item must not be separated from its trace by an intervening DP.
Inclusiveness (Incl, a Dep constraint):
Every element of the output must be present in the input.

(15) Ranking:
Rel-Crit ≫ CNPC ≫ Incl
T6 : Trace vs. resumptive pronouns; transparent context
Input:
☞ O1 :
O2 :
O3 :

I, who(m), saw, C[rel] , the, man
the man who(m) I saw t
the man who(m) I saw him
the man I saw who(m)

Rel-Crit CNPC Incl
*!
*!

T7 : Trace vs. resumptive pronoun, opaque CNPC context
Input: anyone, who(m), saw, I, do, not, believe,
the, claim, that, C[rel] , the man
O1 : the man who(m) I don’t believe the claim that anyone saw t
☞ O2 : the man who(m) I don’t believe the claim that anyone saw him
O3 : the man I don’t believe the claim that anyone saw who(m)

8

Rel-Crit

CNPC

Incl

*!
*
*!

2.3

Further cases of repair phenomena:
• do-support in English

→ Grimshaw (1997)

• Ersatz-infinitive in German, Participium pro Infinitivo in Swedish (Wiklund (2001))
→ Schmid (2005)

• R-pronouns in German, Dutch and (Middle) English (Riemsdijk (1978))
→ Müller (2000a)
• wh-scope marking in German and Hungarian

• expletives in SpecC and SpecT

→ Müller (1997)

→ Müller (2000b), Grimshaw (2006)

• repair-driven quantifier raising in VP ellipsis contexts in English (as in Fox (2000))
→ Heck & Müller (2000; 2003)
• repair-driven intermediate movement steps as required by the PIC (Chomsky (2001;
2008))
→ Heck & Müller (2000; 2003)

• repair-driven multiple wh-movement in German sluicing constructions (Merchant
(2001))
→ Heck & Müller (2000; 2003)
(16) Ersatz-infinitive:
a. dass sie das gewollt
hat
that she that wanted.part has
b. *dass sie das hat
wollen
that she that want.inf has
c. *dass sie das Lied singen gewollt
hat
that she the song sing wanted.part has
d. dass sie das Lied hat singen wollen
that she the song has sing want.inf
(17) Repair-driven quantifier raising:
a. [ CP1 Some boy admires every teacher ], [ and [ CP2 some girl does [ VP admire
every teacher ] too ]]
(∃∀, ∀∃)
b. [ CP1 Some boy admires every teacher ], [ and [ CP2 Mary does [ VP admire every
teacher] too ]]
(∃∀, *∀∃)
c. [ CP1 Mary admires every teacher ], [ and [ CP2 some boy does [ VP admire every
teacher] too ]]
(∃∀, ∀∃)
(18) Repair-driven multiple wh-movement:
a. Irgendjemand hat irgendetwas geerbt, aber der
someone
has something inherited but the
[ CP wer1 was2 C[∆] t1 t2 geerbt hat ]
inherited has
who what
b. *Irgendjemand hat irgendetwas geerbt, aber der
someone
has something inherited but the
[ CP wer1 C[∆] t1 was2 geerbt hat ]
who
what inherited has
9

Fritz weiß nicht mehr
Fritz knows not more

Fritz weiß nicht mehr
Fritz knows not more

Default Contexts

Profile of the empirical evidence:
The empirical evidence suggests that there is a concept like “unmarked case” (“default
case”, “elsewhere case”): Some linguistic property P of LEs counts as the unmarked case
if it shows up whenever something else (that is incompatible with P) is not explicitly
required. In standard conceptions of grammar, the theoretical implementation of this
concept is far from unproblematic. (Whenever it seems to be unproblematic, as in
approaches to syntax that envisage blocking (Williams (1997), Fanselow (1991)), or
in Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz (1993)), this is due to the fact that the
approach is in fact based on competition and candidate sets, too.) In OT, an unmarked
case signals the activity of a constraint that is ranked very low, and that is typically
rendered inactive by higher-ranked, conflicting constraints → emergence of the unmarked.
Empirical generalization:
In the unmarked case, a DP bears nominative case in German; nominative is the default
case.
(19) Nominative as an unmarked case:
a. Constructions with ‘als’ that do not have case agreement:
die Ehrung des
Kanzlers als großer Politiker/
*großen Politiker
the homage to the chancellor as great politiciannom great politicanacc
b. Infinitival constructions with (case-less) PRO:
Wir baten die Männer [ CP PRO einer nach dem anderen/ *einen nach
oneacc after
onenom after the other
we asked the men
zu gehen ]
dem anderen durch die Sperre
through the barricade to go
the other
c. Left dislocation without case agreement:
dem verdanken wir nichts
*Den Kaiser,
Der Kaiser/
we nothing
the emperornom the emperoracc him owe
d. Predicate ‘und’-constructions:
Der/ *Den und ein Buch lesen? (Dass ich nicht lache!)
that I not laugh
henom himacc and a book read
(20) Blocked nominative in contexts with case government:
getroffen habe
ihn
a. dass ich *er/
have
henom himacc met
that I
b. dass man *der Mann/ des Mannes gedachte
that one the mannom the mangen remembered
c. dass wir *der Mann/ den Mann das Buch lesen sehen
that we the mannom the manacc the bookacc read see

10

(21) Case-related constraints:
a. Gen(itive) Constraint (Gen):
The object of a verb that is lexically marked as governing genitive case bears
genitive.
(A subcase of a more general constraint demanding faithfulness to lexical case
specifications.)
b. Acc(usative) Constraint (Acc):
The object of a transitive verb bears accusative case.
c. Nominative Constraint (Nom):
A DP bears nominative case.

in the input (lexical, inherent case).
3. Nominative/absolutive and accusative are structural cases; dative and ergative (and
genitive) are inherent cases (that must be specified on a verb).
4. Every DP must be case-marked (perhaps part of Gen).
(23) a.
b.
c.

(22) Ranking:
Gen ≫ Acc ≫ Nom

d.

T8 : Accusative government

e.

Input:
☞ O1 :
O2 :
O3 :

dass, getroffen, habe, 1.Sg./Agent, 3.Sg./Patient
dass ich ihn getroffen habe
dass ich er getroffen habe
dass mich ihn getroffen habe

Gen Acc Nom
*
*!
**

(24) a.
b.
c.

T9 : Nominative as the unmarked case
Input:
O1 :
☞ O2 :
O3 :

und, ein, Buch, lesen, 3.Sg./Agent/Dem
Den und ein Buch lesen ?
Der und ein Buch lesen ?
Dem und ein Buch lesen ?

Gen Acc Nom
*!
*!

Note:
If nominative (absolutive in ergative alignment patterns) is inherently a default case
across languages, free reranking in (22) must be blocked in some way (that may be
related to the more primitive feature structures of the cases; see, e.g., Wunderlich (1997),
Kiparsky (1999; 2001)).
Observation:
Instead of a system of constraints demanding case realization, one can just as well
have a system of constraints prohibiting case realization, accompanied by an inherently
highest-ranked (or inviolable) constraint that states that all DPs have case. See Woolford
(2001).
Background assumptions (Woolford (2001)):
1. There are (ordered) markedness constraints that block the realization of cases.

*Dat (“*Dative”):
Avoid dative case.
*Acc (“*Accusative”):
Avoid accusative case.
*Nom (“*Nominative”):
Avoid nominative case.
Faith-Lex:
Realize a case feature specified on V in the input.
Faith-Lextrans :
Realize a case feature specified on transitive V in the input.
Ranking in Icelandic:
Faith-Lextr ≫ Faith-Lex ≫ *Dat ≫ *Acc ≫ *Nom
Ranking in Japanese:
Faith-Lextr ≫ *Dat ≫ Faith-Lex ≫ *Acc ≫ *Nom
Ranking in English:
*Dat ≫ Faith-Lextr ≫ Faith-Lex ≫ *Acc ≫ *Nom

(25) Quirky case in Icelandic:
a. Bátnum hvolfdi
boatdat capsized
b. Barninu batnadhi
veikin
childdat recovered from diseasenom
T10 : Intransitive V in Icelandic; inherent dative
Candidates
☞ O1 : DPdat V[+dat]
O2 : DPnom V[+dat]
O3 : DPacc V[+dat]

Faith-Lextr

T11 : Transitive V in Icelandic; inherent dative on DPext
Candidates
☞ O1 : DPdat V[+dat] DPnom
O2 : DPdat V[+dat] DPacc
O3 : DPnom V[+dat] DPacc

Faith-Lextr

*!

2. There are faithfulness constraints that demand the realization of case specifications
11

Faith-Lex *Dat *Acc *Nom
*
*!
*
*!
*

12

Faith-Lex *Dat *Acc *Nom
*
*
*
*!
*
*
*

This qualm arises from a misapprehension about the kind of thing that grammars
are. It is not incumbent upon a grammar to compute, as Chomsky has emphasized
repeatedly over the years. A grammar is a function that assigns structural descriptions
to sentences; what matters formally is that the function is well-defined. The requirements of explanatory adequacy (on theories of grammar) and descriptive adequacy
(on grammars) constrain and evaluate the space of the hypotheses. Grammatical
theorists are free to contemplate any kind of formal device in pursuit of these goals;
indeed, they must allow themselves to range freely if there is to be any hope of
discovering decent theories. Concomitantly, one is not free to impose arbitrary
additional meta-constraints (e.g. ‘computational plausibility’) which could conflict
with the well-defined basic goals of the enterprise. In practice, computationalists have
always proved resourceful. All available complexity results for known theories are
stunningly distant from human processing capacities ... yet all manner of grammatical
theories have nonetheless been successfully implemented in parsers, to some degree or
another, with comparable efficiency. ... There are neither grounds of principle nor
grounds of practicality for assuming that computational complexity considerations,
applied directly to grammatical formalisms, will be informative.”
Prince & Smolensky (1993, 197; 2004, 233)

(26) Quirky case in Japanese:
a. Akatyan-ga/*-ni moo
arukeru
babynom/dat
already walk can
b. Taroo-ni eigo-ga
hanaseru
Tarodat Englishnom speak can
T12 : Intransitive V in Japanese; no inherent dative
Candidates
O1 : DPdat V[+dat]
☞ O2 : DPnom V[+dat]
O3 : DPacc V[+dat]

Faith-Lextr

*Dat Faith-Lex *Acc *Nom
*!
*
*
*
*!

T13 : Transitive V in Japanese; inherent dative on DPext
Candidates
☞ O1 : DPdat V[+dat] DPnom
O2 : DPdat V[+dat] DPacc
O3 : DPnom V[+dat] DPacc

Faith-Lextr

*!

*Dat Faith-Lex *Acc *Nom
*
*
*
*!
*
*
*

Note:
For more on case in OT, see Kiparsky (1999), Wunderlich (2000; 2003), Stiebels (2000;
2002), Woolford (2001), Lee (2003), de Hoop & Malchukov (2008), Swart (2007), Keine &
Müller (2008; 2009), and references cited in these works.
3.

Problems for OT Analyses in Syntax

Problems for OT Analyses:
• complexity of competition-based grammars (potentially infinite candidate sets)

• ineffability (absolute ungrammaticality)
• optionality
3.1

Complexity

Observation:
Because of the general option of recursion in syntax, candidate sets are not finite in most
analyses.
Reaction:

Note:
If there is a problem here, OT shares the problem with other competition-based theories
of syntax (e.g., early minimalist approaches like that of Chomsky (1993), which rely on
transderivational constraints applying to candidate derivations in large (typically infinite)
reference sets).
3.2

Ineffability (Absolute Ungrammaticality)

Observation:
Basically, a sentence can only qualify as ungrammatical if there is some other sentence
that blocks it by being the optimal candidate. However, sometimes it is far from obvious
what this other sentence should look like.
(27) Adjunct islands in German:
*Was ist Fritz eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er t gelesen hat ] ?
what is Fritz fallen asleep
after
he read
has
3.2.1 The Generator
Assumption:
Gen contains constraints like (28) that preclude a generation of outputs in the first place.
(28) Adjunct Condition:
Movement must not cross an adjunct clause.
3.2.2 Empty Outputs
Assumption:
Each candidate set contains a candidate that leaves the input completely unrealized. This
candidate is the “empty output” or “null parse”: Ø. By definition, the empty output does
not violate any faithfulness constraints; the only constraint that it violates is (29).
(29) *Ø (“Avoid Null Parse”):
The input must not be completely unrealized.
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T14 : Ineffability and empty outputs
O1 : was ... [ nachdem er t V ]
O2 : – ... [ nachdem er was V ]
☞ O3 : Ø

T16 : Ineffability and repair
Adjunct Condition Wh-Crit *Ø
*!
*!
*

Note:
The constraint *Ø defines a strict upper bound in constraint rankings: Constraints that
outrank *Ø are not violable by optimal outputs.
3.2.3 Bad Winners
Assumption:
The optimal candidate cannot be interpreted by other components of grammar (phonology,
semantics), or by the interfaces with these components.
T15 : Ineffability and bad winners
O1 : was ... [ nachdem er t V ]
☞ O2 : – ... [ nachdem er was V ]

Adjunct Condition Wh-Crit
*!
*

(30) Semantic uninterpretability of the optimal wh-in-situ candidate:
#Fritz ist eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er was gelesen hat ] ?
Fritz is fallen asleep
after
he what read has
Note:
This approach arguably chimes in well with recent trends in minimalist syntax to attribute
much of the work standardly done by syntactic constraints to interface requirements; see
Chomsky (2007; 2008), and particularly Boeckx (2009).
3.2.4 Repair
Hypothesis:
There is in fact an optimal repair candidate for (27).
(31) Two potential repair candidates:
a. Fritz ist eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er was
gelesen hat ] (= etwas)
Fritz is fallen asleep
after
he something read has
b. Bei was
ist Fritz eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er es gelesen hat ] ?
with respect to what is Fritz fallen asleep
after
he it read has
(32) Max([wh]):
A feature [+wh] in the input must be realized in the output.
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O1 : was[+wh] ... [ nachdem er t V ]
O2 : – ... [ nachdem er was[+wh] V ]
☞ O3 : – ... [ nachdem er was[−wh] V ]

Adjunct
Wh-Crit Max([wh])
Condition
*!
*!
*

(33) Problem:
a. Long wh-movement:
Was glaubt Fritz [ CP dass er t lesen sollte ] ?
what thinks Fritz
that he read should
b. Wh-indefinite:
Fritz glaubt [ CP dass er was
lesen sollte ]
Fritz thinks
that he what (= something) read should
c. Optional wh-argument plus resumptive pronoun:
Von was glaubt Fritz [ CP dass er es lesen sollte ] ?
of what thinks Fritz
that he it read should
T17 : A wrong prediction
Adjunct Condition Wh-Crit Max([wh])
☞ O1 : was[+wh] ... [ dass er t V ]
O2 : – ... [ – dass er was[+wh] V ]
O3 : – ... [ dass er was[−wh] V ]

*!
*!

Conclusion:
Wh-indefinite clauses are not repair forms; they are available even if long wh-movement is
permitted. (Similar conclusions hold in the case of sentences with optional wh-argument
generation in the matrix clauses; see Koster (1986), Cinque (1990), Barbiers (2002), Gallego (2007).)
3.2.5 Neutralization
Assumption:
There are two competitions based on minimally differing inputs (e.g., inputs that differ
only with respect to some feature value). These input differences can then be neutralized
by some high-ranked markedness constraint in the output; i.e., two different competitions
(based on two candidate sets) converge on a single optimal candidate.
Note:
A further output O4 that applies movement of a [–wh] phrase to SpecC in T19 has the
same constraint profile as O3 with respect to the three constraints given here. However,
it is suboptimal (in fact, harmonically bounded, i.e., not expected as grammatical under
any reranking) because it violates Economy in addition without contributing to a better
behaviour with respect to any other constraint.
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T21 : Island contexts with neutralization, faithful: ‘was[−wh] ’ in the input

T18 : Transparent contexts without neutralization: ‘was[+wh] ’ in the input
Input:
☞ O1 :
O2 :
O3 :

was[+wh] , ...
was[+wh] ... [ dass er t V ]
– ... [ – dass er was[+wh] V ]
– ... [ dass er was[−wh] V ]

Adjunct Condition Wh-Crit Max([wh])
*!
*!

T19 : Transparent contexts without neutralization: ‘was[−wh] ’ in the input
Input:
O1 :
O2 :
☞ O3 :

was[−wh] , ...
was[+wh] ... [ dass er t V ]
– ... [ – dass er was[+wh] V ]
– ... [ dass er was[−wh] V ]

Adjunct Condition

Wh-Crit Max([wh])
*!
*!
*

(34) Competing outputs:
a. *Was ist Fritz eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er t gelesen hat ] ?
what is Fritz fallen asleep
after
he read has
b. Fritz ist eingeschlafen [ CP nachdem er was
gelesen hat ]
Fritz is fallen asleep
after
he what (= something) read has
T20 : Island contexts with neutralization, unfaithful: ‘was[+wh] ’ in the input
Input: ‘was[+wh] , ...
O1 : was[+wh] ... [ nachdem er t V ]
O2 : – ... [ nachdem er was[+wh] V ]
☞ O3 : – ... [ nachdem er was[−wh] V ]

Adjunct
Wh-Crit Max([wh])
Condition
*!
*!
*

Note:
For more on ineffability, see Fanselow & Féry (2002a), Legendre (2009), Vogel (2009).
3.3

Optionality

Observation:
In general, only one candidate should be optimal. (However, note that the definition of
optimality in (3) is in principle compatible with there being more than one winner, in
contrast to, e.g., the one in Grimshaw (1997).) What about situations where it looks as
though several outputs can co-exist as optimal?
(35) Complementizer deletion in English:
a. I think – John will leave
b. I think that John will leave
(36) Partial wh-movement in German:
a. Wen glaubst du [ CP dass man t einladen sollte ] ?
whom think you
that one invite should
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Input: ‘was[−wh] , ...
O1 : was[+wh] ... [ nachdem er t V ]
O2 : – ... [ nachdem er was[+wh] V ]
☞ O3 : – ... [ nachdem er was[−wh] V ]
b.

Adjunct
Wh-Crit Max([wh])
Condition
*!
*
*!
*

Was glaubst du [ CP wen man t einladen sollte ] ?
what think you
whom one invite
should

(37) Wh-movement in French:
a. Qui as-tu vu t ?
b. – Tu as vu qui ?
(38) Extraposition in German:
a. dass eine Frau [ die
that a
woman whom
b. dass eine Frau t zur
that a
woman to the

ich mag ] zur
Tür reingekommen ist
I like to the door in come
is
Tür reingekommen ist [ die
ich mag ]
door in come
is whom I like

(39) Free word order in German:
a. dass keiner
den Fritz
that no-onenom the Fritzacc
b. dass den Fritz keiner
that the Fritzacc no-onenom

gesehen
seen
gesehen
seen

hat
has
hat
has

(40) Optionality of two candidates Ci , Cj (cf. Müller (2003b)):
a. Pseudo-optionality:
Ci , Cj belong to different candidate sets and do not interact.
b. True optionality:
Ci , Cj have an identical constraint profile.
c. Ties:
Ci , Cj differ only on two (or more) constraints that are tied. Ties can be
interpreted in various ways:
(i) ordered global tie
(ii) ordered local tie
(iii) conjunctive local tie
(iv) disjunctive local tie
(v) disjunctive global tie
d. Neutralization:
Ci , Cj belong to different candidate sets, but interact nonetheless
e. Stochastic optimality theory
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3.3.1 Pseudo-Optionality
Assumption:
Candidate sets are defined in such a way that there is little competition.

ties are abbreviations for the simultaneous presence of different constraint rankings in
a language. Local ties can be viewed as special constraint types. The most widespread
concepts of tie in the literature are arguably ordered global ties and conjunctive local ties.

Problem:
If there is not much competition, this weakens the overall theory and increases the problem
of accounting for ineffability.

Observation:
With global ties, the optimal outputs of one candidate set may have a different constraint
profile below the tie. With local ties, such a different behaviour with lower-ranked constraints leads to a breakdown of optionality.

(41) Competition of partial and long-distance wh-movement in German:
a. ?Wen glaubst du nicht [ CP dass man t einladen sollte ] ?
whom think you not
that one invite
should
b. *Was glaubst du nicht [ CP wen man t einladen sollte ] ?
what think you not
whom one invite
should
(42) Competition of wh-movement and wh-in-situ in French:
a. Je me demande [ qui
C tu
as vu t ]
I ask myself
whom dyou have seen
b. *Je me demande [ – (que) tu as vu qui ]
I ask myself
that you have seen whom
3.3.2 True Optionality
Assumption:
Two (or more) candidates can in fact have the same (optimal) constraint profile.
Problem:
This proves very hard (or impossible) in practice, e.g., because of the existence of faithfulness constraints.
3.3.3 Ties
Assumption:
Two (or more) constraints are equally important, i.e., tied. Candidates that differ only
with respect to these ties can all be optimal.
T22 : Constraint tie: B◦C
A
☞ O1
☞ O2
O3
O4

B

|
|

C
*

D

* |
*(!) | *(!)
*!

|

Note:
There are various different (and largely incompatible) concepts of tie in the literature.
A basic distinction that can be made is one between global ties and local ties. Global
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(43) Ordered global tie:
Suppose that Γ = <Con1 ≫ ... ≫ Conn > is a partial constraint order in language
L, and Coni (1≤i≤n) ∈ Γ is a tie Coni1 ◦...◦Conin . Then, for every suborder O of the
constraints in Coni , ΓO is a constraint order of language L, where ΓO differs from Γ
only in that Coni is replaced by O.
(44) Diagram of an ordered global tie B◦C
C
A ≫

B

≫

≫

D

-

C@
≫@
≫
D
B
(45) Conjunctive local tie:
Suppose that Γ = <Con1 ≫ ... ≫ Conn > is a total constraint order in language
L, and Coni (1≤i≤n) ∈ Γ is a tie Coni1 ◦...◦Conin . Then, Coni is violated by a
candidate C iff there is a constraint Conij that is violated by C.
(46) Diagram of a conjunctive local tie B◦C
B
A ≫

≫

D

-

C
3.3.4 Stochastic Optimality Theory
Refs.:
Anttila (1997), Boersma & Hayes (2001), Hayes (2001) (stochastic OT)
Aissen (2002; 2003), Bresnan, Dingare & Manning (2001), Bresnan, Deo & Sharma (2007)
(syntactic applications)
Observation:
Often, the constructions that participate in an alternation are not equally frequent or
equally unmarked (or, for that matter, equally “well formed” → degrees of acceptability).
(47) Preferences with optionality in the positioning of English possessives:
a. the result of the accident > the accident’s result
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Mary’s sister > the sister of Mary
the boy’s uncle > the uncle of the boy
the door of the building > the building’s door
someone’s shadow > the shadow of someone
the shadow of something > *something’s shadow
her money > ?*the money of her

Observation:
Animacy and definiteness scales are independently motivated (Hale (1972), Silverstein
(1976)). These hierarchies can be used as primitives to generate sequences of constraints
(with a fixed internal order: subhierarchies), via harmonic alignment of scales (Prince &
Smolensky (2004), Aissen (1999)).
(48) Harmonic Alignment (Prince & Smolensky (2004)):
Suppose given a binary dimension D1 with a scale X > Y on its elements {X,Y},
and another dimension D2 with a scale a > b > ... > z on its elements {a,b,...,z}.
The harmonic alignment of D1 and D2 is the pair of Harmony scales HX , HY :
a. HX : X/a ≻ X/b ≻ ... ≻ X/z
b. HY : Y/z ≻ ... ≻ Y/b ≻ Y/a
The constraint alignment is the pair of constraint hierarchies CX , CY :
a. CX : *X/z ≫ ... ≫ *X/b ≫ *X/a
b. CY : *Y/a ≫ *Y/b ≫ ... ≫ *Y/z
(49) Constraint subhierarchies via animacy and definiteness scales:
a. (i) *SpecN/inanimate ≫ *SpecN/animate ≫ *SpecN/human
(ii) *CompN/human ≫ *CompN/animate ≫ CompN/inanimate
b. (i) *SpecN/indef ≫ *SpecN/def ≫ *SpecN/name ≫ *SpecN/pron
(ii) *CompN/pron ≫ *CompN/name ≫ *CompN/def ≫ *CompN/indef

Assumption:
A candidate is evaluated at an evaluation time; it is well formed if it is optimal at
that point. For an evaluation, an arbitrary point is chosen in the application domain
of a constraint. A constraint B is ranked higher than another constraint C at a given
evaluation time if the point chosen for B is above the point chosen for C. If the domains
of B and C are categorically ordered, then the point for B is always going to be on top
of the point for C, and there will be no optionality. However, if the domains of B and
C overlap, optionality arises; the winning candidate is determined by whether the point
chosen for B is above the point chosen for C or vice versa. (This is basically the concept
of ordered hierarchical tie.)
Preferences:
The choice of evaluation point at a given evaluation time is free as such. However, the
smaller the common domain of B and C is, the more likely it is that the point chosen
for the higher-ranked constraint (say, B) is above the point chosen for the lower-ranked
constraint (say, C). Accordingly, the more likely a higher position of B-points vis-a-vis C
points at a given evlaution time is, the more the construction favoured by B is going to
be preferred over the construction favoured by C; similarly, the more frequent B will be
in corpora.
(52) Typical result: B ≫ C
B↓

B↓

-

(53) Rare result: C ≫ B
B↓

(51) Overlapping order of application domains of constraints:
B↓

-

4.1
-

C↓

C↓

rc rb

4.

C↓

rc

rb

Proposal:
Constraints are not necessarily categorically ordered with respect to each other. Rather,
their application domains may overlap. An overlap of application domains gives rise to
optionality.
(50) Categorical order of application domains of constraints:

C↓

Optimization Domains
Introduction

Question:
Does syntactic optimization apply once (harmonic parallelism: representational syntax)
or more than once (harmonic serialism: derivational syntax)? If the latter holds: Is
optimization global or local?
But wait:
Isn’t optimality theory inherently representational/non-derivational?

-
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Answer:
No, it isn’t.
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Much of the analysis given in this book will be in the parallel mode, and some of
the results will absolutely require it. But it is important to keep in mind that the
serial/parallel distinction pertains to Gen and not to the issue of harmnonic evaluation
per se. It is an empirical question [...] Many different theories [...] can be equally well
accommodated in Gen, and the framework of Optimality Theoriy per se involves no
commmitment to any set of such assumptions.
Prince & Smolensky (2004, 95-96)
While some see a major divide between the derivationally-oriented MP and OT, we
do not. Of course, there are likely to be differences of empirical import between
the non-derivational, chain-based theory of “Shortest Move” developed here and a
particular derivational MP proposal, but such differences seem comparable to those
between different approaches to syntax within OT, or to those between different
proposals within MP: they do not seem to follow from some major divide between the
OT and MP frameworks. In fact, derivational theories can be naturally formalized
within OT. “Harmonic serialsim” is a derivational version of OT developed in Prince
& Smolensky (1993) in which each step of the derivation produces the optimal next
representation. Another approach, seemingly needed to formalize MP within OT has
Gen produce derivations; it is these that are evaluated by the constraints, the optimal
derivation being determined via standard OT evaluation. Thus, on our view, while
the issue of derivations is an important one, it is largely orthogonal to OT.
Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998, 285-286)

(54) Optimization domains:
a. sentence (single or multiple optimization, derivational or representational)
b. minimal clause (e.g., CP; potentially multiple optimization, derivational)
c. phase (CP, vP (AgrOP), DP): multiple optimization, derivational)
d. phrase (XP: multiple optimization, derivational)
e. derivational step (multiple optimization, derivational)
Background:
(i) Classical assumption: The whole sentence is subject to a single, parallel optimization
procedure (Grimshaw (1997), Pesetsky (1998), Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998)
etc.). The output candidates are usually taken to be representations; but they can also
be full derivations (as, e.g., in Müller (1997)).
(ii) Wilson (2001), Heck (1998; 2001): multiple optimization of whole sentences (still
global).
(iii) Mutltiple optimization of smaller optimization domains: closely related to developments in the minimalist program.
Observation:
Small optimization domains presuppose a derivational approach to syntax.
Conceptual argument for small optimization domains:
The smaller the optimization domain is, the more the complexity of the overall system is
reduced (reduction of the size of candidate sets).
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Conceptual argument for larger optimization domains:
The larger the optimization domain is, the less often optimization procedures have to be
carried out.
Empirical arguments for smaller/larger optimization domains:
If the ranked constraints have access to more/less structure, a wrong winner is predicted.
(55) Proposals for local optimization:
a. Minimal clause:
Ackema & Neeleman (1998) on wh-movement in Czech; Müller (2003a) on extraction from verb-second clauses in German
b. Phase:
Fanselow & Ćavar (2001) on MeN-deletion in Malay; Müller (2000a; 2002) on
R-pronouns in German
c. Phrase:
Fischer (2004; 2006) on reflexivization (including long-distance reflexivization);
Müller (2000c) on secondary remnant movement; Heck & Müller (2000; 2003)
on wh-movement, superiority, quantifier raising, and sluicing
d. Derivational step:
Heck & Müller (2007) on gender agreement with dative possessors in German
DPs and expletives in German verb-second clauses; Müller (2009) on ergative
and accusative argument encoding patterns; Lahne (2008; 2009) on excluding
SVO in ergative languages; Georgi (2009) on global case splits in Tauya.
4.2

Clauses as optimization domains

Ref.: Ackema & Neeleman (1998)
(56) Long multiple wh-movement in Czech proceeds without wh-cluster formation:
[ VP Co1 [ VP podle
tebe [ VP komu2 [ VP Petr řekl [ CP že Jan dal t1
what
according to you
whom
Petr said
that Jan gave
t2 ]]]]]
The proposal:
Evaluation of movement constraints proceeds cyclically. That is to say, Stay is first
evaluated with respect to the embedded clause, then to the combination of the embedded clause and the matrix clause. In the embedded clause, Stay favours separate
movement of the two wh-expressions [...] This means that clustering can only take
place when the larger cycle is taken into account, i.e., when the two whs have already
been adjoined to the embedded VP. However, it is no longer possible then, because it
would have to take place within the embedded clause (the initial landing site of the
whs), which would go against strict cyclicity.
Ackema & Neeleman (1998, fn. 25)
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(57) a.

b.
c.

Q-Mark:
Assign [+Q] to a propositional constituent.
(This can only be done by an overt functional head, which in turn needs to
inherit this capacity in the matrix clause from some wh-phrase in its specifier.)
Q-Scope:
[+Q]-elements must c-command the constituent representing the proposition.
Stay:
Every node crossed by movement induces a violation.

☞ O1 :
O2 :
O3 :
O4 :

[CP
[CP
[CP
[CP

QScope

že [VP co1 [VP komu2 [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]
komu2 že [VP co1 [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]
co1 komu2 že [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]
že [VP Jan dal co1 komu2 ]]

Stay

QMark

***
****!*
****!***

O1 : [VP co1 [VP komu2 [VP Petr řekl
[CP že [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]]
☛O2 : [CP co1 komu2 řekl [VP Petr
[CP že [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]

Stay

QMark

*********!*

*

********

Derivational Steps as Optimization Domains

Ref.: Heck & Müller (2007), Müller (2004; 2009)
Premise:
Minimalist program and optimality theory can be combined (see Pesetsky (1998),
Broekhuis & Dekkers (2000), Broekhuis (2000; 2006; 2008), Fanselow & Ćavar (2001),
Heck & Müller (2000), among others).
Two constitutive properties:
(i) MP: Syntactic structure is built up derivationally.
(ii) OT: Well-formedness of syntactic objects is determined via optimization.

QScope

Stay
***
******
***
*******!**
***
*******!**

QMark
*

Notation:
O11 -O13 in T24 are descendants of O1 .
Note:
Global optimization of the whole sentence would predict a wrong winner: “It seems to be
predicted that when the distance to be covered by the wh-expressions in a multiple question
increases, clustering [as in Bulgarian, with a high-ranked Q-Mark] will be favoured.”
Underlying logic:
(i) Two short movements are better than a short movement and a longer movement:
2+2=4, 1+5 =6.
(ii) Two medium-sized movements can be worse than a short movement and a very long
movement:
7+7=14, 1+10 =11.
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QScope

*!

T24 : Long multiple wh-movement in Czech, optimization of matrix clause
Input: [CP že [VP co1 [VP komu2
[VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]], Petr, řekl
☞ O11 : [VP co1 [VP komu2 [VP Petr řekl
[CP že [VP t1 [VP t2 [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]]]]
O12 : [CP co1 řekl [VP komu2 [VP Petr
[CP že [VP t1 [VP t2 [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]]]]
O13 : [CP co1 komu2 řekl [VP (t1 t2 ) Petr
[CP že [VP t1 [VP t2 [VP Jan dal t1 t2 ]]]]]]

Input: numeration

4.3

T23 : Long multiple wh-movement in Czech, optimization of embedded CP
Input: part of the numeration

T25 : Global optimization: Long multiple wh-movement in Czech, wrong winner

Combining the properties:
(i) Syntactic structure is built up derivationally and is subject to repeated local optimization: structure building operations and optimization apply in a cyclic interleaving
fashion.
(ii) Based on a given input, the operations Merge, Move, and Agree create various output
candidates α1 ,...,αn : the candidate set M. M is subject to optimization.
(iii) The optimal output αi serves as the input for the next cycle, and so on, until the
numeration is empty.
(Note: In assuming structure-building and optimization to systematically alternate, this
approach crucially differs from Broekhuis’ Derivations and Evaluations model, where all
structure-building precedes optimization.)
Aim:
Pursue the consequences of the most radical position within a theory of local optimization:
extremely local optimization.
This is tantamount to the claim that each transformational rule application constitutes
a “phase,” which we believe to be the null hypothesis.
Epstein & Seely (2002, 77)

Shape of the Argument:
(i) Sometimes, the order of applying Agree and Merge is under-determined. If there are no
simultaneous rule applications in the grammar (see Epstein & Seely (2002); contra Pullum
(1979), Chomsky (2008)), then a conflict arises: Only one of them can be executed at each
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step.
(ii) The conflict can be resolved by ranking the requirements: The highest-ranked requirement is satisfied immediately; lower-ranked ones must remain unsatisfied at the current
derivational step. Such unsatisfiability does not lead to a crash of the derivation and thus
suggests an analysis in terms of violable constraints.
(iii) If the optimization domain is larger than the step-level, then, ceteris paribus, the order of elementary operations that is imposed by the ranking under step-level optimization
cannot be preserved. Empirically, this is the wrong result.
4.3.1 Constraints, Features, and Operations
(58) Two types of features that drive operations (see Sternefeld (2003), Adger (2003)):
a. Structure-building features (edge features, subcategorization features) trigger
Merge: [•F•].
b. Probe features trigger Agree: [∗F∗].
(59) Merge:
α can be merged with β, yielding {α,{α, β}}, if α bears a structure-building feature
[•F•] and F is the label of β.
(60) Move:
Move is Merge, with β internal to α.
(61) Agree:
α can agree with β with respect to a feature bundle Γ iff (a) and (b) hold:
a. α bears a probe feature [∗F∗] in Γ and may thereby provide the α-value for a
matching goal feature [F] of β in Γ.
b. α m-commands β.
(This permits an Agree relation between a head and its specifier.)
(62) Agree Condition (AC):
Probes ([∗F∗]) participate in Agree.

4.3.2 Empirical Evidence for Extremely Local Optimization 1: Argument Encoding
(66) Basic patterns of argument encoding:
a. Accusative marking
DPext -Vi DPint -Vi

b. Ergative marking
DPext -Vi DPint -Vi

DPext -Vt DPint -Vt
nom
acc

DPext -Vt DPint -Vt
erg
abs

Note:
DPext = external argument DP; DPint = internal argument DP.
Vi = intransitive verb; Vt = transitive verb.
Assumptions about argument encoding:
(i) There is one structural argument encoding feature: [case].
(ii) [case] can have two values: ext(ernal) and int(ernal) (determined with respect to vP).
(iii) [case:ext] = nominative/absolutive, [case:int] = accusative/ergative (see Murasugi
(1992)).
(iv) [case] features figure in Agree relations involving T/v and DP, as in (67).
(67) The role of T and v in argument encoding:
a. T bears a probe [∗case:ext∗] that instantiates a matching [case:ext] goal on DP.
b. v bears a probe [∗case:int∗] that instantiates a matching [case:int] goal on DP.
A conspicuous property:
The head v has a dual role: It participates in a Merge operation with a DP, and it also
participates in an Agree relation with a DP. This dual role has far-reaching consequences
for the nature of argument encoding.

(64) Strict Cycle Condition (SCC, Chomsky (1973; 1993)):
Merge of α and β is possible only if β has no active features.
(A feature is active if it is a [•F•] or [∗F∗] feature that has not yet participated in
Merge or Agree).

A constraint conflict:
Consider a simple transitive context, with two arguments DPint , DPext . Suppose that the
derivation has reached a stage Σ where v has been merged with a VP containing DPint ,
with DPext waiting to be merged with v in the workspace of the derivation. At this point,
a conflict arises: AC demands that the next operation is Agree(v,DPint) (see (i)), MC
demands that it is Merge(DPext ,v) (see (ii)). (Application of these constraints at each
derivational step derives the effects of Pesetsky’s (1989) Earliness Principle, see Chomsky
(2001, 15).)

(65) Last Resort (LR):
Move of α and β follows Agree of α and β.

Convention:
A feature [F] whose value is not yet determined is written as “[F:].”

(63) Merge Condition (MC):
Structure-building features ([•F•]) participate in Merge.

Comment:
The (perhaps less ordinary) treatment of Move in (65) as a binary operation rests on the
assumption that Move is Merge (with β internal to α), which is binary.
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(68) Stage Σ:

b.
DP[case:]

v

′

(ii) v[∗case:int∗],[•D•]

T26 : Accusative pattern, step 1 (Σ as input): Agree

VP
V

Ergative patterns:
(MLC ≫) MC ≫ AC

DP[case:]
(i)

Problem:
There is an indeterminacy in rule application that poses a problem for canonical minimalist
approaches. What can be done?
• Rezáč (2004): Agree always applies before Merge.

• Epstein, Kitahara & Seely (2009): Merge always applies before Agree (‘No Search
before Search’), but Agree is confined ot c-command contexts. Hence, it must apply
counter-cyclically.

Input: [v′ v[∗case:int∗],[•D•] ... DP[case:] ... ]
Workspace = {DP[case:] , T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
O1 : [v′ DP[case:] [v′ v[∗case:int∗] ... DP[case:] ... ]]
☞ O2 : [v′ v[•D•] ... DP[case:int] ... ]

MLC AC MC
*!
*

T27 : Accusative pattern, step 2: Merge
Input: [v′ v[•D•] ... DP[case:int] ... ]
Workspace = {DP[case:] , T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
☞ O21 : [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]

MLC AC MC

(69) Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky (1995; 2001)):
An Agree operation involving α and β can only take place if there is no δ such that
(i) and (ii) hold:
a. δ is closer to α than β.
b. δ bears a feature that has not yet participated in Agree.

T28 : Accusative pattern, step 3: Merge

(70) Closeness:
δ is closer to α than β if the path from δ to α is shorter than the path from β to α.

Note:
Agree in T33 is just local enough to be in accordance with the PIC in Chomsky (2001,
14)). (Also, DPext does not intervene, given the definition of the MLC).

(71) Path (Müller (1998, 130); also cf. Pesetsky (1982, 289), Collins (1994, 56)):
The path from X to Y is the set of categories Z such that (a) and (b) hold:
a. Z is reflexively dominated by the minimal XP that dominates both X and Y.
b. Z dominates X or Y.
The length of a path is determined by its cardinality.
Consequences:
(i) The specifier and the complement of a head qualify as equally close to the head.
(ii) The specifier of a head is closer to the head than a category that is further embedded
in the complement of the head.
(iii) DPext is now closer to v than DPint .
Proposal:
This conflict of AC and MC is resolved by language-specific constraint ranking; the two
possibilities yield accusative and ergative patterns of argument encoding.

Input: T[∗case:ext∗],[•v•] + [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]
Workspace = { }
☞ O211 : [T′ T[∗case:ext∗] [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]]

Honum
lı́k-a
sjálf-s-elsk-ir
leikar-ar
pron.3.sg.masc.dat like-3.pl self-gen-love-3.pl.nom actor-pl.nom
(SigurDsson (2002, 702))

‘He likes selfish actors.’
(74) a. Agree before Merge: accusative

b. Merge before Agree: ergative

TP

TP
T′

T[∗c:ext∗]

T′
vP

T[∗c:ext∗]
v′

DP[c:ext]

(ii)

v[∗c:int∗]

vP
v′

DP[c:int]
VP

V

(i)
DP[c:int]

(i)
29

AC MC
*

(73) VP-internal nominative arguments in Icelandic:

(iii)

(72) Rankings:
a. Accusative patterns:
(MLC ≫) AC ≫ MC

MLC
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v[∗c:int∗]
(iii)

(ii)

VP
V

DP[c:ext]

T29 : Accusative pattern, step 4: Agree

T32 : Ergative pattern, step 3: Merge

Input: [T′ T[∗case:ext∗] [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]]
Workspace = { }
☞ O2111 : [TP T [vP DP[case:ext] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]]

MLC AC MC

MLC MC AC
*
*!

T31 : Ergative pattern, step 2: Agree (with DPext )
Input: [v′ DP[case:] [v′ v[∗case:int∗] ... DP[case:] ... ]]
Workspace = {T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
☞ O11 : [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]
O12 : [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]

MLC MC AC
*!

Less local optimization:
Suppose that the optimization domain is the phrase, the phase, the clause, or the whole
sentence. Other things being equal, this makes wrong empirical predictions (a candidate
chosen wrongly as optimal is marked ☛, as before): Given the MLC, [∗case:int∗] can
never be instantiated on DPint , but must be instantiated on DPext : Once DPext is part of
the structure, Agree(v,DPint) w.r.t. [case] is impossible.
4.3.3 Prenominal Dative Possessors in German
Observation:
(i) German exhibits a construction with a dative-marked possessor DP2 in SpecD of a
matrix DP1 (see, e.g., Haider (1988), Zifonun (2004)).
(ii) D1 is realized by a possessive pronoun.
(iii) The root of the pronoun agrees with DPdat with respect to [num] and [gen].
(iv) The inflection of the pronoun agrees with its complement NP with respect to [num],
[gen], and [case]. We focus here on agreement with respect to [gen] (see (75)), but everything can be transferred to the other features as well.
(75) Gender agreement with dative possessors in German:
a. [ DP dem
Fritz ] sein
-e Schwester
the.masc Fritz his.masc -fem sister.fem
“Fritz’s sister”
b. *[ DP dem
Fritz ] ihr
-Ø
Schwester
the.masc Fritz her.fem -masc sister.fem
“Fritz’s sister”
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MLC

MC AC
*

T33 : Ergative pattern, step 4: Agree

T30 : Ergative pattern, step 1 (Σ as input): Merge
Input: [v′ v[∗case:int∗],[•D•] ... DP[case:] ... ]
Workspace = {DP[case:] , T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
☞ O1 : [v′ DP[case:] [v′ v[∗case:int∗] ... DP[case:] ... ]]
O2 : [v′ v[•D•] ... DP[case:int] ... ]

Input: T[∗case:ext∗],[•v•] + [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]
Workspace = { }
☞ O111 : [T′ T[∗case:ext∗] [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]]

Input: [T′ T[∗case:ext∗] [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]]
Workspace = { }
☞ O1111 : [T′ T [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:ext] ... ]]]

MLC MC AC

T34 : vP optimization under MC ≫ AC (‘ergative’) ranking: right result
Input: DP[case:] , v[∗case:int∗],[•D•],[•V•] , [VP ... DP[case:] ... ]
Workspace = {T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
MLC MC AC
☞ O1 : [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]
O2 : [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]
*!
Analysis:
(i) DPdat is merged as a complement of the possessee (de Vries (2005)) and undergoes
[•EPP•]-driven movement to SpecD.
(ii) Functional elements like pronouns are realized by post-syntactic morphology (see,
e.g., Halle & Marantz 1993).
(iii) The pronoun’s inflectional features occupy a structurally higher position than its
√
root ( ) features.
Consequence:
It follows that the pronoun has a dual role: It bears [∗gen:∗] probes that trigger Agree
and an [•EPP•]-feature that triggers (internal) Merge. This causes a conflict. Suppose the
derivation has reached stage Σ, where the pronoun has been merged. Then AC demands
Agree(D,DPdat ) or Agree(D, NP); and MC demands DPdat raising to SpecD. The conflict
can be resolved by ranking AC over MC, yielding the correct agreement pattern.
(76) MLC ≫ AC ≫ MC ≫ LR

(Ranking for German)

Analysis:
Suppose we want to derive (75-a). We enter the derivation at stage Σ. Due to AC ≫ MC,
Agree must apply first. Since the pronoun’s inflectional probes are structurally higher
than its root probes, the former count as closer to both NP and DPdat . Thus the MLC
constrains Agree to the inflectional probes. Moreover, the NP counts as closer to the
pronoun than DPdat . Thus Agree(NP,infl) instantiates [geninfl :fem] on the pronoun (see
O1 in T36 ). Having undergone Agree, the NP and the inflection are inactive. Hence,
Agree can next affect the pronoun’s root probes and DPdat . This values [gen√ :masc] on
the pronoun (see O1 in T37 ). Finally, MC can be satisfied by movement of the possessor
DP to SpecD (this optimization is skipped).
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T35 : vP optimization under AC ≫ MC (‘accusative’) ranking: wrong result

Input: DP[case:] , v[∗case:int∗],[•D•],... , [VP ... DP[case:] ... ]
Workspace = {T[∗case:ext∗] , ...}
MLC AC MC
☞ O1 : [vP DP[case:int] [v′ v ... DP[case:] ... ]]
O2 : [vP DP[case:] [v′ v ... DP[case:int] ... ]]
*!

T38 : Phrasal optimization: wrong result
Input: D[∗case:dat∗],[∗gen √ :∗],[∗geninfl :∗],[•EPP•],... +
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:],[gen:masc] ]
☞ O1 : [ DP1 DP2[case:dat],[gen:masc]
D[case:dat],[gen√ :masc],... [ NP N[gen:fem] t2 ]]
☛ O2 : [ DP1 DP2[case:dat],[gen:masc]
D[case:dat],[geninfl :masc],... [ NP N[gen:fem] t2 ]]
O3 : [ DP1 D[case:dat],[gen√ :masc][geninfl :fem],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:dat],[gen:masc] ]]
O4 : [ DP1 DP2[case:dat],[gen:masc]
D[case:dat],[∗gen√ :∗],... [ NP N[gen:fem] t2 ]]

T36 : Evaluation of gender inflection: Agree
Input: [ DP1 D[∗case:dat∗],[∗gen√ :∗],[∗geninfl :∗],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:],[gen:masc] ]]
MLC AC MC LR
☞ O1 : [ DP1 D[∗case:dat∗],[∗gen√ :∗],[geninfl :fem],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:],[gen:masc] ]]
** *
O2 : [ DP1 D[∗case:dat∗],[gen√ :fem],[∗geninfl :∗],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:],[gen:masc] ]]
*! ** *
T37 : Evaluation of root’s gender and possessor’s case: Agree
Input: [ DP1 D[∗case:dat∗],[∗gen√ :∗],[geninfl :fem],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:],[gen:masc] ]]
MLC AC MC LR
☞ O1 : [ DP1 D[case:dat],[gen√ :masc],[geninfl :fem],[•EPP•]
[ NP N[gen:fem] DP2[case:dat],[gen:masc] ]]
*
O2 : [ DP1 DP2[case:],[gen:masc]
D[∗case:dat∗],[geninfl :fem],... [ NP N[gen:fem] t2 ]]
*!*
*
Less local optimization:
Suppose optimization applied to phrases. An optimal DP will always involve raising of
DPdat . But with DPdat raised, both DPdat and NP are equally close to the pronoun. Then
the inflectional probe can receive value [masc], deriving (75-b) (see O2 in T38 ): Thus the
approach overgenerates.
4.3.4 Conclusion
(77) Results:
a. Extremely local optimization in syntax seems viable.
b. Extremely local optimization in syntax is supported empirically:
(i) There are indeterminacies in rule application (Agree vs. Merge) in the
minimalist program that need to be resolved.
(ii) They can be resolved in a principled way by assuming constraint violability
and constraint ranking, i.e., standard optimality theory (the harmonic
serialism version of Prince & Smolensky (2004)).
(iii) The evidence from argument encoding patterns and prenominal dative
possessors suggests that optimization is extremely local, affecting the
single operation: Less local optimization produces wrong results because
differences that can be detected in the derivation may be lost at the
phrase (hence: phase, clause, sentence) level.
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MLC AC MC LR

*!
*!

Outlook:
There are certain repair phenomena that lend themselves to an optimality-theoretic solution but initially raise problems in a local optimization approach because they involve
long dependencies.
(78) Optimization procedures that are apparently non-local:
a. Resumptive pronouns (as in (13), see Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998),
Pesetsky (1998))
b. Long-distance binding (see Fischer (2004))
Hypothesis:
These phenomena all involve issues of morphological realization in chains. In these cases
(and only in these), optimization can be non-local: Chains provide wormholes for postsyntactic spell-out (Fischer (2004; 2006)).
5.
5.1

Ubiquity of Optimization
Background

State of affairs:
As a common research program, optimality-theoretic syntax is not well.
(i) There are no regular workshops expressly devoted to optimality-theoretic syntax
anymore. (There were such workshops on optimality-theoretic syntax between 1997 and
2002, originally initiated by Sten Vikner at Stuttgart University, and there were several
such meetings in the US in the second half of the last decade.)
(ii) Very few optimality-theoretic syntax papers have appeared in leading journals over
the last few years.
(iii) The few papers that have appeared in the last years do not seem to share common
research goals, do not tackle similar questions, and regularly do not cite other recent
work in optimality-theoretic syntax.
(iv) For some time, new edited volumes with a focus on optimality-theoretic syntax
appeared regularly (see, e.g., Archangeli & Langendoen (1997), Dekkers et al. (2001),
Fanselow & Féry (2002b), Legendre, Grimshaw & Vikner (1998), Müller & Sternefeld
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(2001), Sells (2001b)). This seems to have stopped. (Note also that the working paper
volumes Vogel & Broekhuis (2006) and Broekhuis & Vogel (2008) on “Optimality
Theory and Minimalism” both have only few contributions that might rightfully be
subsumed under the label “optimality-theoretic syntax”. And the book series Advances
in Optimality Theory, edited by Ellen Woolford and Armin Mester (Equinox publishing),
does not seem to have a single volume yet that would be (mainly) on syntax, let alone a
syntax monograph.)
(v) All this is very different from the situation in phonology, morphology, semantics, and
pragmatics (see particularly the work on bidirectional OT going back to Blutner (2000)
and Jäger & Blutner (2000), and thriving to this day). That said:
The legacy of optimality-theoretic syntax:
Optimality-theoretic syntax lives on. Its key mechanisms are implicit in much recent
(and not so recent) work in the Principles and Parameters tradition, and optimization
procedures arguably form an indispensible part of the minimalist program.
5.2

Hidden Optimization

Observation:
Implicit optimization procedures (that must be construed with violable and ranked
constraints) show up again and again in work in the Principles and Paramters tradition.
Some instances of hidden optimization:
• OblControl ≫ *Pron
analysis of pronoun vs. PRO in Englisch gerunds via Avoid Pronoun in Chomsky
(1981); see Müller (2000b)

analysis of definiteness marking in Swedish and Danish DPs in Embick & Noyer
(2001); see Heck, Müller & Trommer (2008)
• Minimality, Feature Matching ≫ Agree
analysis of Agree in Haegeman & Lohndal (2008); see Lahne (2009)
• Check-F, Parse ≫ *Struc ≫ Stay
analysis of strong and weak pronouns in Cardinaletti & Starke (1999); see SamekLodovici (2006)
An example: phonological realization in head chains in Roberts (1997)
(79) Restructuring and clitic climbing in Italian:
Gianni li1 vuole tutti leggere t1
Gianni sie will alle lesen
Generalization:
Infinitives are transparent for extraaction if the non-finite verb incorporates into the
matrix verb (see Baker (1988)).
Assumption (Roberts (1997)):
Incorporation has in fact taken place in (79); however, it cannot easily be detected because
a non-highest head chain member is PF-realized.
(80) a.
b.

The optimality-theoretic reconstruction is straightforward:
(81) a.

• Top/pro ≫ *Pron
analysis of pro vs. overt pronoun in pro-drop languages via Avoid Pronoun in Haegeman (1995); see Müller (2000b)
• Faith(Lex) ≫ OblControl
analysis of lexical vs. structural control in German in Stechow & Sternefeld (1988);
see Müller (2000b)
• IP-Crit ≫ Wh-Crit
analysis of complementizer-finality and the absence overt wh-movement in Japanese
in Kayne (1994); see Müller (2000b)
• *Complex-Wh ≫ Wh-Real
analysis of multiple wh-questions in German in Grewendorf (2001); see Müller
(2000b)
• *ComplexHead ≫ Head-Real
phonological realization in head chains in Roberts (1997); see Müller (2000b)
• N-Def, D-Def, HMC ≫ N-to-D ≫ *Dissoc, Full-Int (Swedish)
D-Def, HMC ≫ N-to-D ≫ *Dissoc, Full-Int, N-Def (Danish)
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*[X W1 W2 ] , where Wn is a morphological word.
A head is spelled out in the highest position of its chain, subject to [(80-a)].

b.
c.

*ComplexHead:
*[X W1 W2 ] , where Wn is a morphological word.
Head-Real:
A phonologically realized head must not be c-commanded by a copy in its chain.
Ranking: *ComplexHead ≫ Head-Real

T39 : Restructuring and clitic climbing in Italian
Candidates
*ComplexHead Head-Real
☞ O1 : Gianni li1 vuole t2 tutti [AGRS P leggere2 t2 t1 ]
*
O2 : Gianni li1 vuole leggere2 tutti [AGRS P t2 t2 t1 ]
*!
O3 : Gianni li1 vuole t2 tutti [AGRS P t2 leggere2 t1 ]
**!

5.3

Optimization in the Minimalist Program

Observation:
At the heart of the minimalist program are elementary operations like Agree, Merge, Move,
Delete, Transfer, Select. Given that each operation is supposed to apply as soon as its
context for application is present (a general Earliness requirement on derivations), it is
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clear that there will be conflicts. These conflicts have to be resolved by postulating ranking
and minimal violability of constraints.
(82) Merge before Move (Chomsky (1995; 2000; 2001; 2005); formulation based on
Frampton & Gutman (1999)):
Suppose that the derivation has reached stage Σn , and Σn+1 is a legitimate instance
of Merge, and Σ′n+1 is a legitimate instance of Move. Then, Σn+1 is to be preferred
over Σ′n+1 .
(83) The classic effect:
a. There1 seems [ TP t1 to be [ PP someone2 in the room ]]
b. *There1 seems [ TP someone2 to be [ PP t2 in the room ]]
(84) Optimization of derivational steps: T′ as input:
a. [ T’ to be [ PP someone2 in the room ]]
b. [ TP there [ T’ to be [ PP someone2 in the room ]]]
c. *[ TP someone2 [ T’ to be [ PP t2 in the room ]]]

→
(Merge)
(Move)

(85) Avoidance of the effect if no expletive is present in the numeration:
a. Someone2 seems [ TP t′2 to be t2 in the room ]
b. [ TP someone2 to be t2 in the room ]

d.

It1 was decided [ CP PRO2 to [ vP t2 be executed at dawn ]]

(Move)

Problem:
Why doesn’t the first example in (88) and in (89) block the second one because of Merge
before Move? Here, the expletive must be part of the numeration.
Chomsky’s (2000) solution via lexical subarrays:
Suppose ... that at each stage of the derivation a subset LAi is extracted, placed
in active memory (the ‘work space’), and submitted to the procedure L. When LAi
is exhausted, the computation may proceed if possible. Or it may return to LA
and extract LAj , proceeding as before. The process continues until it terminates.
Operative complexity in some natural sense is reduced, with each derivation accessing
only part of the LA. If the subarray in active memory does not contain Expl, then
Move can take place in the corresponding stage; if it does, Merge of Expl preempts
Move. The next step is to determine the subarrays LAi that can be selected for
active memory. LAi should determine a natural syntactic object ... the counterpart
to a proposition. ... LAi can then be selected straightforwardly: LAi contains an
occurrence of C or of v ... – exactly one occurrence if it is restricted as narrowly as
possible.
Chomsky (2000)

Thus, each LAi corresponds to a phase.

(86) A potential problem for Merge before Move, part (i):
a. *John1 expected [ TP t1 to be a proof2 discovered ]
b. John1 expected [ TP a proof2 to be t2 discovered ]

(Merge)
(Move)

(87) A potential problem for Merge before Move, part (ii):
a. *C [ T′ Was a proof2 discovered ]
b. [ CP C [ TP A proof2 was t2 discovered ]

(Merge)
(Move)

Problem:
Why is Move not blocked by Merge (of the external argument or the complementizer)
after the generation of T′ in (86) and (87)?
Solution:
Merge before Move in (82) demands that the preferred option be legitimate. Merge of the
external argument John1 in (86) violates the Theta-Criterion; and Merge of the complementizer in (87) violates subcategorization requirements of T.

Consequence:
In there-constructions (where Merge before Move effects obtain), the expletive and the
DP always have to be in the same LAi . In it-constructions (where there are no Merge
before Move effects), the expletive and the DP do not have to be in the same LAi ; they
can be in different subarrays.
Optimality-theoretic reconstruction:
(90) a.
b.
c.

Merge Condition (MC) (neutral version; compare (63):
Merge (external Merge) applies if its context for application is met.
Move Condition (MoveC):
Move (internal Merge) applies if its context for application is met.
Ranking: MC ≫ MoveC.

T40 : Merge before Move: ‘there’-constructions

(88) Another potential problem for Merge before Move, part (i):
a. *It1 seems [ CP (that) t1 was told John [ CP that Bill left ]]
b. It1 seems [ CP (that) John2 was told [ CP that Bill left ]]

(Merge)
(Move)

Input: [T′ to be [PP someone2 in the room ]]
MC MoveC
☞ O1 : [TP there [T′ to be [PP someone2 in the room ]]
*
O2 : [TP someone2 [T′ to be [PP t2 in the room ]]
*!

(89) Another potential problem for Merge before Move, part (ii):
a. *It1 ’s fun [ CP t1 to [ vP PRO2 go to the beach ]]
b. It1 ’s fun [ CP PRO2 to [ vP t2 go to the beach ]]
c. *It1 was decided [ CP t1 to [ vP PRO2 be executed at dawn ]]

(Merge)
(Move)
(Merge)

Another example (Chomsky (2001)):
The Inclusiveness condition must be minimally violable in favour of the requirement
that intermediate steps of successive-cyclic movement proceed via edge feature insertion:
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T41 : Blocked Merge before Move: Intervention of higher-ranked constraints
Input: [T′ to be a proof2 discovered ]
Θ-Crit MC MoveC
O1 : [TP John1 to be a proof2 discovered ]
*!
*
☞ O2 : [TP a proof2 to be t2 discovered ]
*
Edge features on phase heads are not part of the numeration.
6.

Abstractness of Optimality-Theoretic Syntax

Example:
Legendre, Smolensky & Wilson (1998) on accounting for wh-island effects without relying
on the concept of intervention (as in Rizzi (1990; 2004)).
Assumption:
(i) All instances of extraction from a CP (even a complement CP) are assumed to violate
locality constraints (most phrases are local domains), but such constraint violation is possible if it is (a) minimal, and (b) forced by higher-ranked constraints.
(ii) The constraint that forces wh-movement (e.g., Wh-Crit) cannot play this role: It is
ranked lower than the locality constraint (Loc) that an item (more precisely, an adjunct)
violates when it undergoes extraction from an object CP.
(iii) However, a third constraint (Sel) that is highest-ranked (in effect: inviolable) demands that (lexically determined) selection requirements are respected. One such requirement is that a V that selects an interrogative CP finds a wh-item in the embedded SpecC
(or C) position.
(91) Wh-Islands: Optimality Theory:
a. How1 do you think [ CP Mary fixed the car t1 ] ?
b. *How1 does she know [ CP [ DP2 which car ] Mary fixed t2 t1 ] ?
Consequence:
(i) Extraction of the adjunct violates locality constraints on movement (Loc) in exactly
the same way in (91-a) and (91-b): There is no intervention effect induced by which car
in (91-b).
(ii) (91-b) is ungrammatical because it blocked by a competing candidate with a better
constraint profile: (92) violates the constraint that would normally trigger wh-movement
to the matrix clause (Wh-Crit), but since this constraint is ranked lower than the locality
constraint violated with extraction from all CPs (Loc), (92) is the optimal candidate.

(92) Optimal candidate blocking wh-movement from wh-island:
She knows [ CP how1 [ DP which car2 ] Mary fixed t2 t1 ]
Problem:
(92) does not look like a well-formed English sentence.
Solution:
Given the copy theory of movement, wh-in situ may involve multiple wh-movement with
selective PF realization of copies, such that one of the traces (rather than its antecedent)
is PF-realized in English (Pesetsky (2000), Fanselow & Ćavar (2001), Grewendorf (2001).
Problem:
Why is (91-a) possible after all?
Solution:
The matrix verb in (91-a) selects a declarative CP complement, and not an interrogative
CP complement; but if the wh-phrase how stays in the embedded SpecC position,
the embedded clause will have to be interpreted as a wh-clause. This would violate
highest-ranking Sel.
T43 : Transparent declarative clauses
Kandidaten
Sel Loc Wh-Crit
C1 : how1 C[+wh] ... V[−wh] [CP t′1 ... t1 ... ]
*
☞ C2 : C[+wh] ... V[−wh] [CP how1 ... t1 ... ]
*!
*
Note:
A third candidate in which the wh-phrase stays in situ throughout the derivation must also
be considered. As a matter of fact, as it stands, this output O3 would qualify as optimal in
both T42 and T43 . This problem is solved if it is assumed that Gen requires wh-elements
to show up in non-trivial chains (with pronunciation a matter of PF realization, as before).

T42 : Wh-islands for long wh-movement of adjuncts
Kandidaten
Sel Loc Wh-Crit
C1 : how1 C[+wh] ... V[+wh] [CP t′1 ... t1 ... ]
*!
☞ C2 : C[+wh] ... V[+wh] [CP how1 ... t1 ... ]
*
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